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I have been shouting into a void. I have been reporting fraud, waste, and abuse in my heslthcare, insurance,
employer, union and government via software.
And banking. I seem to have no civil rights at all and throughout this fraud so called oversight is ignoring the fact
that there is ID theft and fraud dating back to 2002 with devices, desktop programs, an Apple watch (paired with me
right now) that are creating health and financial data that is NOT accurate.
IF AN "entity" ie. insurer, hospital system tied to Higher Ed have been caught unawares by some research fraud,
mal practice in my care and the fraud when I believe(I cannot know anything. Could YOU imagine waking up and
being accused of doing and being 99 things you weren't? And COULD NOT GET COMPANY AND
ORGANIZATION, one after another refuse to obey the laws that were your only path forward?
You have the whole of the Fedral Govt. I am one single human totally traumatized, lost everything due to abuse and
fraud. I have RESTRICTED software. I am READING THE developer instruction and code.
I have reported to DOJ no less than 10 x the fraud at MPIPHP. They have refused for 4 years to respond to my 
Hippa req. Furthermore, since 2016 The triad of Union, Healthcare, pension or employer ie Apple or Fox
Television, 100% have conspired to unenroll me or disqualify me from blatantly illegal and frauduelent means. My
software was and is monitored and shared, why doea MS have no idea who I actually am? My "child" is 28. My
SUD is actually 21 yrs sober, 1 yr not and 6 yrs on Suboxone, which began for my chronic daily migraines.
The analytics in the Google Drive describe a life NOT mine. I have been PREVENTED from stopping Suboxone
numerous times and its access used to actually torment me via TriLab results that show a negative test. I went
inpatient in Atlanta to withdraw, I had a break in work and they, oops, tripled my 1/2 a normal dose to 12. I spent a
month vomiting with splitting headaches and needing a diaper, unable to stand up when my "family" evicted me
without warning. I couldnt DRIVE. I actually had 2 accidents one week apart, the crime I am hounded about 24/7
The fact I have to prove myself innocent is a joke. The terms of my unsupervised "probation" were verified over and
over with Santa Barbara Superior. Over and over said I didnt need to do any classes or check ins if I wasn't  going to
drive in California. Denied unemployment for 16 mos I couldnt afford to buy dog food, let alone pay car repair or
insur. The yr passed. They verified I was done. I checked back 3 x because my TOS are of a felon on the run. The
CA DMV said my licence was suspended. I have sent the documents they need 2x and they have not received them.
I just need to show that I lived in Illinois. I also spent 16 mos applying for unemployment snd was UNABLE to get
them to acknowledge the claim. This caused me to lose my qualifying days for the insur. After sending 17 identity
documents 2 x they determined I was committing fraud. When I go to the Dr., I have met one person who believes I
have ID theft, even. My Psychaitrist today told me I am psychotic, based on my beliefs that the information I am
shown online, which is the only source of information contain 3000 discrete pieces of actual evidence of serious,
torturous fraud that is either accurate or has been altered to cause that. Since my FOIAs and Hippas are all denied
and no one will take a report, it seems lretty unfair.
I was just reading the CHAMPUS gpo. It is very clear I am getting strung up and more locked up. I literally refuse
to be mistreated in a psyche ward. I demand appropriate care for these circumstances. I need a Neurologist. A good
Neurologist will know that when I say that when I was finally medicated for ADHD my "mental illness" symptoms
disappeared. I was a caretaker of a tragically mentally ill kid. I had SORROW. I am haurt, confused, betrayed and
mad. What is "mental illness" about that? I have zero appetite. I smoke 2 puffs of MMJ at about 1 am and otherwise
have not taken one extra pill for ober 5 years or something. WHY ARE ALL OF MY RECORDS AND ANYONE's
concern for me about mental health and SUD? What about the fact I have been denied group therapy after being
raped and strangled? I mean, whatever I am meant to have done to cause me to not have the constitution or ANY
civil rights compare to 3000 acts of felony fraud over and over by MPIPHP, local 44, and even my current Federally
funded Health Care org with legal services for ID theft, debt, housing has literally denied me any help with any of
those by just not showing up at all. then saying they dont help with those things. 2 social workers REFUSE to help
me report stalking. I have screenshot of this.



How would anyone else's mental health be when virtually every single person I have encountered since leaving LA
in 2017 seems totally fine to ignore ethics? My life became very inconvenient to alot of people and I don't know to
move forward when my government refuse to acknowledge the facts to me. How can I reckon this with health and
happines? I dont know if I have Aids, cancer, worse. I have no teeth. I cannot have a dental appt that doesn't consist
of 30 x rays.
My daughter was Paralyzed for 6 mos in Cedars Sinai  when she was 26. Motion Picture KNEW that the EDD fraud
was going to cause her to lose her insur. They allowed that. Denied one penny for 20 mos? Living in a rat infested,
asbestos hole apt? And she lived in a car for over 2 years. That is not health care. They are blatantly committing
fraud. Please so not rely in their records. Please assist me to get justice in my care at least? I am living in my 3rd
straight infested apartment with the management denying the photo evidence. I hired a Task Rabbit for $70 hr and
was charged a $29 HR Trust and Safety fee. They refuse to tell me what for. The guy LIED and didn't sanitize my
new place. Just defraued, lied to and forced to accept an environment that repeatedly endangers my health and my
PET on purpose. This is corruption and  retaliation STILL ON THIS DAY.
I haven't betrayed my country. I shouldnt have to be terrorized about criminal charges or being locked up. I deserve
actual care by providers that acknowledge torture for what it is. Being denied the ability to even know who my
"representative" is? That is torture. NO ONE is qualified to be my representative. No one. I want that to be clear.
Sincerely,




